MEMORANDUM

To: Interested Parties
From: Student Borrower Protection Center
Date: May 2022
Re: Transcript and diploma withholding

Although transcript and diploma withholding—the practice by schools of withholding transcripts or diplomas from students with an account balance—is a common practice nationwide, it has unintended consequences that disproportionately harm low-income students by placing them in a limbo from which they cannot continue their education or professional advancements. Counter-intuitively, it also inhibits students’ ability to pay account balances while suppressing the local economy by preventing students from re-enrolling and graduates from obtaining gainful employment.

As recently as December of 2021, U.S. Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona emphasized the detrimental effect of withholding policies on retention and completion. Secretary Cardona stressed that this practice drives inequitable outcomes and called on schools to re-evaluate these long-standing policies. For this reason, more and more states and schools are eliminating transcript and diploma withholding policies.

Although Common, Withholding Policies Are Ineffective and Harmful to Students.

Transcript and diploma withholding is a common practice that is coming under new scrutiny. Recent research revealed that so-called institutional debts—debts owed directly to schools, which may result from hidden fees or even parking tickets, in addition to tuition—total $15 billion nationwide and affect an estimated 6.6 million individuals, but that the amount owed to trigger withholding can be as little as $25 or less. According to the researchers who have conducted the only major national study of these institutional debt practices, the average balance owed at community colleges is $631.47. Although these balances represent only a fraction of schools’ revenues and operating budgets, for many students, they are insurmountable financial barriers.
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Despite its frequent use—the same study found over 90 percent of institutions report using transcript withholding—transcript withholding is an ineffective collection tool. A study on institutional debt collection and transcript withholding in Ohio found that these accounts only yielded $0.07 for every dollar owed.\(^4\) Withholding policies are even less cost effective once the facts that it prevents students from re-enrolling—thus reducing future tuition revenue—and graduates from obtaining higher salaries—which they would spend in the local economy—are factored in. This is especially true for community colleges, which stand to benefit from increased enrollment by students seeking to complete their education at a more affordable school, but who may be prevented from doing so by a transcript hold.

Transcript and diploma withholding also disparportionately impacts low-income and Black and Latino consumers, in particular college "non-completers" seeking to continue their education but who cannot do so without an official transcript.\(^5\) It places them in a “double-bind”: they cannot afford to pay their account balance because they cannot obtain gainful employment, but they cannot obtain gainful employment until they have completed their education and received their transcript or diploma.

For low-income students, these account balances may result from unknown fees, but are often due to a misalignment between schools’ withdrawal dates and federal financial aid refund deadlines that can result in students’ Pell Grants being recalled by the U.S. Department of Education and a balance suddenly due on students’ accounts. These balances may be a few thousand dollars, for which the student should never have been responsible. Too often students must take several years off from their education working minimum wage jobs simply to save enough to pay their outstanding balance, receive their transcript, and transfer to a more affordable school where they can complete their education. These lost years help no one, and are deeply harmful to students.


Schools and States Continue to End Their Withholding Policies.

There is growing national attention to withholding policies as a harmful practice. During COVID-19, it is particularly disastrous for those seeking to financially recover through education or new employment, but who are unable to obtain an official transcript or diploma to do so. Although some individual institutions have taken action to support their students—in 2021, Bunker Hill Community College of Boston, MA, voluntarily ended its practice of transcript withholding for institutional debt, and the City University of New York temporarily suspended the practice of transcript withholding at the institution—state policymakers are increasingly stepping in.

California, Washington, and New York have prohibited the practice of withholding transcripts, and Maine and Colorado effectively ban the withholding of both transcripts and diplomas. In California and New York, schools generally cannot withheld for any reason. In Washington, Maine, and Colorado, may continue to withhold in limited circumstances, but must release transcripts when they are needed for specific purposes, such as continued education or employment. Illinois lawmakers have also passed a bill that would protect students’ access to their transcripts for employment purposes, and several other states have pending bills as well.
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9 Cal. Civ. Code Title 1.6C.7, Educational Debt Collection Practices [1788.90–1788.93]; RCW 28B.10.293, Collection of debts—conditions and limitations on institutions of higher education (Wa.); S.5923-C/A6938-B, RELATES TO PROHIBITED PRACTICES RELATING TO STUDENT EDUCATIONAL DEBT (N.Y.).


In New York, these protections began with executive action. In her 2022 State of the State address, New York Governor Hochul committed to ending transcript withholding in New York,\(^{12}\) noting in particular the harmful and counterintuitive fact that withholding inhibits students’ ability to pay their debts because it creates a barrier to retention, completion, and employment. She then instructed both the State University of New York and the City University of New York to permanently end their practice of withholding transcripts from students and graduates who owe account balances, which both institutions did in January.\(^{13}\) Governor Hochul then proposed legislation in her budget that would end the practice at all schools in New York,\(^{14}\) and ultimately signed the bill passed by the legislature.\(^{15}\)

**Ending Withholding Does Not Prevent Schools From Using Less Harmful Collection Tactics.**

Importantly, ending withholding practices does not forgive any debts owed to schools or prevent schools from communicating with students or graduates about these debts or sending accounts to collection, as they currently do. It merely prohibits schools from withholding transcripts as a means of compelling payments because of the well-documented and harmful effect this practice has on students seeking to complete their education or obtain employment.

When a student or graduate seeks a transcript or diploma to complete their degree at another school or to secure employment upon graduating, withholding the document effectively places the student in limbo: they are unable to complete their degree and are unable to obtain the gainful employment needed to repay the account balance.

Rather than withholding documentation of students’ academic credits, schools can continue their practice of seeking voluntary payment from students and graduates and sending accounts to collection, if necessary. Any student who could pay for a withheld document would also be able
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to pay upon notice that the account is being sent to collection, whereas any student who cannot afford to settle their account wouldn’t be able to do so when requesting documents anyway, and therefore would ultimately find their account with collections in any event. Therefore, the schools’ ability to collect via collection is no different than its ability to collect using withholding, except that withholding has the perverse effect of putting low-income students and graduates in a worse-off position. It is worth noting, too, that document withholding is a passive practice: it is only triggered when students proactively approach the school.

These policies also disproportionately affect low-income students and graduates. When the outcome would be the same, there is no need to punish lower-income students by withholding their transcript or diploma in addition to sending them to collection. Indeed, schools can provide a transcript or diploma and simultaneously inform the former student that if they do not pay their account, it will be sent to collection. Permitting the student or graduate to obtain these documents would actually increase low-income students’ and graduates’ ability to repay their debts by enabling them to complete their education and find employment.

Conclusion

States have an opportunity to ban transcript and diploma withholding at academic institutions, allowing students to access documentation of their earned credits and move forward with their educations and careers. Legislatures in California, Washington, Maine, Colorado, New York, and Illinois have all taken these steps in one form or another. There is a growing understanding that this practice is as harmful to students as it is ineffective for schools' budgets, and that it should be ended.

Please contact Winston Berkman-Breen, Policy Counsel and Deputy Director for Advocacy, at winston@protectborrowers.org, if you have any questions or would like to discuss this comment further.